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Abstract: Several  Authentication  and  Key Agreement (AKA) Protocol have been proposed in the past,
though major security flaws have been addressed, like key-compromise impersonation attack, unknown-key
sharing attack, not fulfilling the security features of AKA. Thus, this paper proposes a novel mechanism of
Pairwise Disjoint Key Authentication (PDKA) to abort the reverse derivation. To examine the authentication
schemes  realistically,  the real  time multimedia server-client system are installed in the Linux Mint platforms.
To inspect the aforesaid metrics, the multimedia clients are initiated of voice call connection. The examination
result is shown that  the  proposed  scheme of PDKA achieves the better results relatively than the other
existing schemes. The result is evaluated using real time network analyzer tool.
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INTRODUCTION but the scheme was failed to satisfy the property of k-user

Heterogeneous wireless communication technologies authentication mechanisms [4-8] have been proposed for
and  security  mechanism  have been the standard goals the prevention of unknown key attack. In 1990, the author
for the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. The Third of  Gunther  [4]  mitigated the computation overhead of
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has standardized the communication parties. Then, the authors, like
the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) type communication. Okamoto [5] and Saeednia [6] presented the mechanisms
The M2M is currently being an exciting mode of for the explicit authentication. But then, the mechanisms
communication for the mobile users. The M2M supports [5-6] fail to achieve forward secrecy and mutual
many innovative applications, namely health-monitoring authenticity. To defend upon the key impersonation
system,  smart-meter,  tracking and supply chain-tracing. attack, the authors of Hsieh et al. [7] and Tseng et al. [8]
It is now focusing on the next-generation intelligent slightly modified the Saeednia [6], though it fails to fulfill
system. Even though it has many built-in features, it does the security properties of authentication and key
not have a reliable security mechanism. To exa-mine the agreement (AKA) protocol.
secret-handshaking, the authors of Balfanz et al [1] Thus this paper proposes the strategy of Pairwise
presented an affiliation hiding protocols and it allows the Disjoint Key Authentication (PDKA) to defend the
communication between two party members with the unknown key share attack. Since it does not support
concealment of its affiliate information. Later, several reverse  operation,  it  certainly  offers  the  forward
secret-handshake  protocols  have been proposed [2-3] secrecy and authenticity for the communication parties.
for   the   enhancement   of   communication  efficiency. To  examine  the  existing  schemes,  like  Balfanz  et  al.,
The authors of Castelluccia et al. [2] built-up the Xu et al., Gunther, Saeednia, Hsieh et al. and Tseng et al.
improved version of  the Balfanz  et al, though it was realistically, the real time  systems of multimedia server
failed to offer the  secret linkage. Then, the authors Xu and  client   is   installed   on   the  Linux  Mint  platform.
and Yung [3] introduced the unlinkable-secret handshake, To  probe  the  schemes at  parallel, we have installed six

anonymity. On the other hand, several identity-based
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Table 1: Important Notations
FDKn Finite Disjoint Key
n Number of Authentication Event
DKn Disjoint Key Event
PDk Pairwise Disjoint Key Event
F Finite Authentication Event VectorAV

Av , Av Authentication Event Vectorn m

ID Identity of Home Subscriber Serverhss

F k Function of Vector Eventv

multimedia server and twelve multimedia clients on the
Linux Mint platforms. The real time multimedia systems
are initiated of voice call service to examine the security
properties of AKA protocols. In the examination, we have
found that the proposed scheme of PDKA is wisely
sharing the key information  and so the adversary is
failing to crack the hidden details of the communication
parties. To test the security property, the analyzer tool is
installed in all the multimedia servers and clients. The next
section will discuss about the proposed scheme of PDKA
protocol. Table 1 illustrates the important notation used
in this paper.

Pairwise Disjoint Key Authentication: Assume, FDKn be
a finite disjoint key positive integer. Considering DKn=
for n>FDKn, we incur the following special case for the
pairwise disjoint authentication key

(1)

The above special does not support reverse
derivation and thus the equation (1) holds the unknown
key control property of 3GPP AKA protocol.

To prove the holding property of unknown key
control, we assume Mc as a multimedia client key event
containing finite number of authentication vectors

and then we compute the pairwise
disjoint key PDk using F  and the PD  can be expressedAV k

as

(2)

 are   the   key  event   of   the  multimedia
client. In addition, the key events are mutually-exclusive
and pairwise authenticated disjoint key, that is 
for n m. Now, the PDk can be written as,

(3)

Fig 1: Execution Flows of PDKA

The holding property of Unknown Key Control is
concluding that the union probability of pairwise disjoint
authentication key event is the sum of the probability of
individual authentication key events. On the other hand,
the pairwise disjoint event adds the key authentication
event to hold the above-said property.

To prove the key authentication events as mutually
independent, we consider  as independent key
event and it expresses as

(4)

To solve the expression (4), we substitute the limit
property and it is defined as

(5)

Substitute (5) in (4) is to express the mutual
independency and the expression (4) can be rewritten as,

(6)

(7)

Execution of Pairwise Disjoint Key Authentication
(PDKA) protocol: Assume, M  as a multimedia clientC

accesses the service, like voice in the home subscriber
server  (HSS).  The pairwise  disjoint authentication
events are computed in prior to annul the authentication
procedure of UMTS AKA protocol. Fig.1 illustrates
execution flows of PDKA protocol and its steps details
are as follows,
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Table 1: Security Features of AKA Protocol
Authentication Protocols Known- Key Secrecy Forward Secrecy Key-Compromise Unknown-Key Share
Balfanz et al., No No No No
Xu et al., No Partial No No
Gunther, Yes No Partial Partial
Saeednia, Yes No Partial Partial
Hsieh et al. Yes Partial Partial Partial
Tseng et al Yes Partial Partial Partial
PDKA Yes Yes Yes Yes

Flow 1: M  initiates the authentication request to the M call groups. Importantly, the service providers (multimediaS C

along with fresh key authentication event. servers) and voice call group (multimedia clients) are

Flow 2: Upon receiving  the authentication request, the security feature of AKA protocol and bandwidth
M   generates   the  pairwise  disjoint  authentication consumption. To inspect the metrics realistically, theC

event and then it computes the vector authentication analyzer tool (Ntop) is configured with all the Linux Mint
event- . Finally, the parameters of platforms. Table 1 illustrates security features of AKA
PDk,VAC  are sent to the M . protocol. The proposed scheme of PDKA fulfills all theS

Flow 3: After receiving the PDk,VAC f rom the M , the M reverse computation, the adversary can’t penetrate eitherC S

verifies whether the vectors message authentication code multimedia  server  or  multimedia client to play attacks,
equals the F  or not. If it is equaled, then the services like key compromise and unknown-key sharing. On thevk

connection will be opened up. Otherwise, the service other hand, the existing schemes can’t be able to give
connection will be abandoned to the M . forth  all  the  security  properties, though the schemes,C

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION against the attacks, like key compromise and unknown-

This section will discourse the details of multimedia Fig.   2    illustrates   the   bandwidth  consumption.
server-client model and its related examination results, like To analyze the bandwidth, this research chooses the
security properties and bandwidth consumption. connection of voice call. To examine the usage of

Multimedia Server-Client Model: This sub-section bandwidth, the usage rate is set implicitly as 1 for the
shows off the practical performances of the authentication examination of audio call traffic. The inspection result is
schemes, namely Balfanz et al., Xu et al., Gunther, shown that the server-client7 with PDKA utilizes the
Saeednia,   Hsieh   et   al.   Tseng   et  al.   and   PDKA. bandwidth much less in comparison with other existing
The aforesaid authentication schemes would practically schemes.
explore in the real time multimedia server-client systems.
The systems of real time multimedia servers and clients
are capable of  3.4GHz  Intel  Core i3 processor, 4 GB
RAM,  1TB  HDD  and Dell Wireless  1703  802.11b/g/n.
To deploy the multimedia server (OpenIMSCore) and
client (UCTIMS), the Linux platform (Linux MINT) is
chosen.  To  build  the multimedia server-client system,
the seven Laptops are installed of the real time multimedia
servers and fourteen Laptops are installed of multimedia
clients. To offer the services of multimedia, the three call
session control  function  (CSCF) and one database
server, namely proxy, serving, interrogating and home
subscriber server are configured in the Linux Mint
(Version 14) platforms. To scrutinize the service like voice
call, the multimedia clients are initiated of voice call
connection. This research work investigates with 7 voice Fig 2: Bandwidth Consumption

installed with the aforesaid authentication to probe the

features of AKA protocols. Since it does not support the

like Hseih et al. and Tseng et al. are able to immune

key sharing partially.
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CONCLUSION 3. Xu, S. and M. Yung, 2004. k-Anonymous Secret

This paper has proposed a pairwise disjoint key proceeding of the 11th ACM Conf. Computer and
authentication (PDKA) for the sanitization of the Communications Security (CCS 2004), Washington,
weaknesses of  existing schemes, namely Balfanz et al., DC, USA, 25(29): 158-167.
Xu et al., Gunther, Saeednia, Hsieh et al. and Tseng et al. 4. Günther, C.G., 1990. An identity-based key-exchange
The protocol of PDKA is shown that it can be immune protocol, An Identity-Based Key Exchange Protocol.
against the attacks, like key compromise and unknown- In the proceeding of the Lecture Notes in Computer
key sharing. In addition, the scheme of PDKA satisfies all Science, vol. 434, Springer, USA, pp: 29.s-37.s.
the major security properties of AKA protocol. 5. Okamoto,  E.,  1988.   Key  distribution-systems
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